[Adhesion, proliferation and osteodifferentiation of bone mesenchymal stem cells on PLGA-[ASP-PEG] tri-bolck polymer scaffolds].
To explore the adhesion,proliferation and osteodifferentiation of bone mesenchymal stem cells (BMSCs)on the prepared lactic acid/glycolic acid/asparagic acid-co-polyethylene glycol(PLGA-[ASP-PEG])tri-block polymer scaffolds. Modified PLGA with polyethylene glycol (PEG) and asparagic acid(ASP)that has many liga nds,and then the synthesis PLGA-[ASP-PEG] tri-block polymer material was prepared. BMSCs were cultured in PLGA-[ASP-PEG] polymer material and poly lactic acid-co-glycolic acid(PLGA)were used as control group. Precipitation method, MUT assay and total cellular protein detection were used to test the adhersion and proliferation of BMSCs. After the third generation of BMSCs was cultured on PLGA-[ASP-PEG] tri-block polymer scaffolds for 14 day and 28 day with osteogenic supplements,the osteodifferentiation of MSCs were observed through alkaline phosphatase(ALP) staining and calcium tubercle staining. BMSCs grew adherent to the surface of PLGA-[ASP-PEG] polymer scaffolds and the number of BMSCs was much higher than that of PLGA. The precipitation method suggested that adhesion and proliferation of BMSCs on the surface of PLGA-[ASP-PEG] was much higher than the control group (P < 0.05). MTU assay showed that after BMSCs were cultured for 20 days,the absorbance A of PLGA-[ASP-PEG] polymer scaffolds and PLGA were 1.336 and 0.780 respectively. Total cellular protein could image the adhersion and proliferation of BMSCs indirectly. After BMSCs were cultured for 12 days,the total cellular protein of PLGA-[ASP-PEG] and PLGA were 66.44 microg/pore and 41.23 microg/pore respectively. PLGA-[ASP-PEG] polymer scaffolds had well biocompatibility and cell adhersion. The positive results with ALP staining and calcium tubercle staining in both groups indicated tri-block polymer scaffold and its degradations had no effect on osteodifferentiation. PLGA-[ASP-PEG]could improve the adhesion and proliferation of seed cells on bone-matrixmaterial, maintain the morphous of seed cells and had no obvious effect on cell osteodifferentiation.